Welcome to the UNIVERSITY of HAIFA

Unique centers of excellence in marine sciences, security studies, neuroscience, cancer research, education in a networked society and Holocaust studies.

Home to IDF’s Military Academic Complex, we are educating the largest number of IDF officers and security personnel.

The Lorry I. Lokey City Campus specializing in data sciences is strategically located in Haifa’s business district.

The most pluralistic university in Israel.

Israel’s first environmentally friendly “Green Campus.”

ONLY @ THE UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA

DRIVEN BY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND INNOVATIVE FUSION BETWEEN FIELDS OF RESEARCH AND INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES, WE ARE CREATING A NEW ENVIRONMENT, AN INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY, AND A BETTER ISRAEL.

Learn more about the University of Haifa

facebook.com/univ.haifa.ac.il
@HaifaUniversity
@Haifa on Instagram
www.haifa.ac.il
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Excellence in Research and Teaching

The University of Haifa is committed to achieving the highest standards of international excellence in research and teaching. Our mission is to expand academic opportunities for all members of society, promote upward mobility and serve as an example of tolerance and coexistence in Israel and the entire region.

Solving today’s global challenges depends on shifting to a problem-based research model that involves teams from multidisciplinary academic disciplines.

To prepare our students to thrive and lead, the University of Haifa is transforming into a “Multiversity,” a multi-campus institution integrating disciplines, people, and places. With locations across Haifa, the northern region and as far as China, this model will promote synergies across academic fields and enable collaboration with diverse partners in industry, government and the community.

Prof. Ron Robin
University of Haifa President

Israeli Mosaic

UofH is proud to be the university that most accurately mirrors Israeli society. Here, Jews, Muslims, Christians, Druze, ultra-Orthodox and secular students, military and security personnel come together to study, teach and learn. For many of these students, our campus is the first meaningful point of contact with ‘the other’ in Israeli society. Our diversity differentiates us from other Israeli universities. It is a source of strength and innovation.

THE LORRY I. LOKEY CITY CAMPUS - TRANSFORMING THE UNIVERSITY AND THE CITY OF HAIFA
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